
Term 4 

Implementation: Scheme of Learning 

Subject: English                         Year:  8                        Unit Title: Victim or Villain?  

Summary of unit:  

In Term 4, pupils will study their second Shakespeare play (Merchant of Venice) at KS3 having studied A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Year 7. This SoW will 
develop pupil knowledge and understanding of plot, characters, themes and language. Building on their knowledge of context from I am Malala and 
poetry unit, pupils will be given an opportunity to explore societal, literary and historical context relative to the play i.e. the great chain of being and 
hierarchy, treatment of and attitudes to women, Venice as the nexus of commerce and trade and treatment of Jews during the Elizabethan Era. 
Shakespeare’s use of structure and contrast will be explored as well as considering stagecraft, particularly in terms of creating and resolving conflict. 
Language and poetic imagery will also be studied in key scenes of the play. Finally pupils will be given an opportunity to create their own dramatizations of 
key scenes to consider staging effects, importance of characterisation and audience interpretation based on performance.  

The 2014 film will be used to assist learning and understanding of the play as well as relevant RSC resources which provide links to different productions of 
the play.  

Mid Unit assessment:  

a) Creative writing project e.g. creating an advisory leaflet or persuasive 
monologue (tbc).  

End of Unit assessment:  

Compare and contrast theme of commitment in play versus poem OR 
presentation of theme and character in MoV.  

 

Links to future learning/key stage 4:  

Relating texts contextually: Oliver twist 
and GCSE  

Presentation of themes and character 
(GCSE)  

Comparing and contrasting literature 
(GCSE)  

 Links to prior learning: 

Understanding cultural and 
historical context: Chinese 
Cinderella/I am Malala and 
Poetry Unit.  

Creative writing skills: Gothic 
Gurus  

Cultural Capital  

News reporting and journalism  

Context of the play: Elizabethan era  

Investigating Shakespeare’s sources 

 Theatre productions  
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Creative Writing  

Non-fiction unit: Term 5 and 6 

Themes: Chinese Cinderella  

Familiarity with Shakespeare and 
the theatre: A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream  

Writing to inform, advise and 
persuade: non-fiction travel 
writing unit  

2014 Film Merchant of Venice  

Pitching an idea for a production (RSC resource)  

Usury and money lending  

Creating an advisory leaflet: how to deal with debt  

Cross Curricular Links: (see RWCM) Further: Geography (Venice); History 
(Elizabethan Era and the Holocaust); Drama (theatre productions and 
performance); Citizenship (exploring themes such as relationships, greed, 
justice, forgiveness)   

Strategies to Support & Stretch: word bank and vocabulary taxonomy; sentence starters; sentence structures to talk about big ideas e.g. birds-eye-
view; exemplar answers; teacher modelling class work; scaffolded questioning in class discussions and written work and teacher-led learning; seating 
plan according to ability for paired activities such as think, pair, share; pictures as prompts; teacher support; group work for peer support; activity 
choice such as list making versus summative paragraphs; recap exercises; extended writing opportunities; learning acronyms e.g. P.E.E.L and S.Q.U.A.D 
(HA pupils will be encouraged to link and give further detail); quote explosions; extract magnified; self-assessment opportunities with marking criteria 
provided; peer assessment; knowledge organisers; dual coding; extract grids; activities to recall and retrieve (spaced retrieval and interleaving); DIRT 
tasks; plot maps; use of film; theatre productions etc. 

SMSC 

Social: Encouraging understanding of human feelings and emotions by placing them in their 
shoes through various creative empathy tasks e.g. diary writing and persuasive speech. 
English lessons promote cooperation and teamwork through being able to work in groups, 
listening to presentations and asking questions. Real issues encourage students to think 
about the world outside of school and give opinions on topics that may affect them in the 
future. Pupils are required to take on a role and argue a point of view. Peer assessment is an 

RWCM: 

Reading; whole class reading; paired reading and individual reading 
opportunities; popcorn reading; share reading experiences; demonstrate 
pleasure in reading; identifying challenging vocabulary and looking up 
the definition; information retrieval; use of ICT for research; skim-read to 
find key information; highlight key words/phrases; find quotations on a 
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integral part of lessons and focused feedback is encouraged between pupils, whereby they 
support and encourage each other, reflecting and giving advice using their own method for 
success. Pupils are all given the opportunity to be independent, self-reliant and responsible 
for their own learning. Debate is an important aspect of the subject, giving logical arguments 
with respect, rationality and thoughtfulness. 

Moral: a focus on character development and themes encourages moral thinking through 
the recognition of values such as courage, loyalty, identity, strong relationships and self-
identity.  Pupils are also able to apply fiction to real life scenarios with the non-fiction 
writing aspects.  

Spiritual: Opportunity to use different social skills in working individually, with a peer of 
different ability and team work. Opportunities for peer assessment encourage pupils to offer 
constructive and positive feedback which contributes to the creation of a respectful, 
democratic learning environment.  

Cultural: Through peer assessment and group work, students are introduced to different 
cultures, opinion and values they may not have encountered. .Cultural awareness of 
different societies in different parts of the world which creates tolerance and respect for and 
a celebration of diversity within Britain. Creative tasks set to allow pupils to participate 
resourcefully and imaginatively.   

Specific examples from this scheme of work:  

� Women’s rights  
� Theme of relationship and commitment  
� Themes of prejudice and discrimination  
� Forgiveness 
� Anti-Semitism and treatment of Jews   
� Dealing with debt  
� Staging a production  
� Independent research  
� Active discussion and debating activities  

character/theme/idea; skim and scan to answer questions on a passage 
of the novel    
 
Writing: discussion and modelling of writing strategies using acronyms 
such as PEEL and SQUAD;  framework provided for writing activities; 
writing to summarise; opportunity to plan and reflect on writing (self-
assessment purple pen); use of dictionary and thesaurus encouraged.  

Communication: class feedback and discussion sessions to communicate 
ideas verbally; using tables to organise information; communicating 
knowledge and understanding in comprehension questions, mind-maps 
and non-fiction writing; use of videos; student-led learning with pupils 
playing role of teachers;  SPaG emphasis and reminders in every lesson; 
display of key words on PPs in lessons; focus on spoken language in all 
verbal tasks; demonstrating and encouraging active listening strategies 
such as paraphrasing, non-verbal cues and verbal affirmations, asking 
open ended questions and specific questions; use of ICT for specific 
creative tasks and research; character role play;  

Mathematics; using numbers to scale (setting, character and plot 
development); enforcing time limits for activities; word limits; reading 
out loud –considering how pace affects delivery; chronology within the 
story. 
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Vocabulary taxonomy  

 

TIER 3 VOCABULARY 
 

� Alliteration 
� Aside 
� Classical Allusion 
� Caesura 
� Dramatic Irony 
� Imagery 
� Hyperbole 
� Metaphor 
� motif 
� Personification 
� Pun 
� Simile 
� Soliloquy 
 

 
 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 
Analytical Verbs Connectives 

� Advocates  
� Alludes to  
� Articulates 
� Asserts 
� Builds 
� Categorises  
� Characterises 

� Facilitates  
� Identifies 
� Highlights 
� Illustrates 
� Implies  
� Informs 
� Perpetuates 

� Alternatively  
� Although 
� Before  
� Beneath 
� Beyond 
� Despite 
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� Clarifies 
� Classifies  
� Collates 
� Compares 
� Concludes  
� Confirms 
� Continues  
� Contrasts  
� Conveys 
� Creates 
� Critiques 
� Defends 
� Depicts 
� Details 
� Develops 
� Differentiates 
� Elevates 
� Emphasises  
� Employs 
� Establishes 
� Expands 
� Expresses 
 

� Persuades 
� Portrays 
� Presents 
� Promotes 
� Proposes 
� Provokes 
� Raises 
� Recalls 
� Reduces 
� Relates 
� Reinforces 
� Responds 
� Reveals 
� Shows 
� States 
� Strengthens 
� Suggests 
� Supports 
� Underlines 
� Validates 
� Verifies  
 

� Earlier  
� Equally 
� Especially  
� Finally 
� Firstly  
� For example 
� For instance 
� However 
� Indeed  
� In the case of  
� Likewise  
� Moreover 
� Ext 
� On the other hand 
� Particularly  
� Secondly  
� Significantly  
� Similarly  
� Throughout  
� Towards 
� Unless 
� Unlike 
� Whereas 
� Within  

 
 

SOPHISTICATED NOUNS, VERBS AD ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE EVENTS, CHARACTERS, TEXT 
FEATURES AND THEMES 

� Injustice 
� Discrimination 
� Infringement  
� Violation  
� Prejudice  
� Trading  
� Commerce 
� business 
� relationships 
� bond 

� Greed  
� Materialism 
� Money 
� Funds 
� Capital  
� Debt  
� Interest  
� Usury  
� criminal 
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� alliance 
� kinship 
� liaison 
� affinity  
� possession  
� victim  
� underdog  
� casualty  
� pawn  
� stooge  

� villain 
� scoundrel 
� malefactor 
� offender 
� passion  
� love  
� attachment  
� emotion 
� feud  
� animosity 
� controversy 
� misunderstanding 
� tension 
� discord 
� disunity 
� hostility 
� clash 
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